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This article discusses United States gender and identity constructions during World War 
II. Standlee utilizes propaganda posters and textual documents from the time to draw her 
conclusions. Although this paper analyses a different country’s constructions, I 
hypothesize that there will be similar representations in Serbian posters and hope to 
reference this article upon studying the Serbian posters.  
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This piece was one of the most helpful in my research. Tomasevich clearly delineated the 
differences between the Chetniks and the Partisans as well as explain how they came to 
be. He offered multiple explanations for their difference in ideology and how they acted 
upon these differences. I utilized his explanations in my proposals to construct a view of 
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This anthology piece focuses on Yugoslavia and its role in the lead up to World War II. 
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to trace their beginnings. I used this piece to learn about the political and social climate 
before my era of research.  
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recover after war. Because of Serbia’s communist ties following the war, this book, a product of 
1951, praises the Communist Regime and Marshal Tito. 


